
- IVT, MVT and ROLLE'S THEOREM
IVT - Intermediate Value Theorem

What it says: If f is continuous on the closed interval [a, b] and k is a number between f(a) and f(b), then
there is at least one number c in [a, b] such that f(c) = k

What it means: If f is continuous between two points, and f(a) = j and f(b) = k, then for any c between a
and b, f(c) will take on a value between j and k.

Notice in the picture: f(-1) = -3 and f(2) = 0. According
to the fVT, somewhere between -1 and 2,there will be
someplace where f(c) = -2 (or -1, or -Y2...)

When to use it: Use to prove that a particular
intermediate y value when you know two other y values
on a continuous function. NOT with derivatives!!

MVT - Mean Value Theorem

What it says: If f is continuous on the closed interval [a, b] and differentiable on the open interval (a, b)

then there exists a number c in (a, b) such that f '1.; = !(!'):I(u)
, D-a

What it means: Given two points a and b, the slope between those points wili be attained as an
instantaneous slope (ah, a derivative) by some point c that is between a and b.

In the picture, the slope from x = -1 to x = 2 is 1. I have
drawn a green dashed line that shows another point
(somewhere around x = 1.2) between -1 and 2 where the
slope of the tangent line is also 1. There is also another
place where the slope = 1. I think it is probably around x

= -.5. Draw it yourself if you want

When to use it: To prove that the slope between to
distinct points on the graph will equal the derivative of
the function at some point x between a and b.
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IVT, MVT and ROLLE'S THEOREM
Rolle's Theorem

What it says: Let f be continuous on the closed interval [a, b] and differentiable on the open interval
(a, b). If f(a) = 16; then there is at least one number c in (a, b) such that f (c) = Q.

What it means: If a firnction has two places, a and b,
where the y values are the. same, then there will be a
horizontal tangent somewhere between a and b.

In this picture, f(-.8546) = f(1.4516) = -2.5
The slope between x = -.8546 and x = 1.4516 = 0.
therefore, the slope at some point between will also be 0

This is used to provo MVT and can be thought of as a
specific case of MVT - where the slope between the two
points is 0.

When to use it: Use it the same way as the MVT. You
could also apply it to prove a theoretical max or min
between two x values if you can't actually see the graph.
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Name Formal Statement Restatement Graph Notes

IVT

r /(.x) is continuous on a

closed interval la, O) *ra

f(a)* f(b),thenfor
every value m between

f (a) ana /(D) ttrere exists

at least one value c in (a, b)
suchthat f(c)=k.

On a continuous functioh, you will hit
every yvalue between two given 1
values at least once-

JIU/_

k-

l@-

1q661 lyTiting ajustification using the
fVT, you must state the function is
continuous even ifthis information is
provided in the question"

MVT

If /(x) is continuous oo the

closed interval fa,bl *a
differentiable on (a b), tr,*
there must exist at [east one

value c in (a, 6) such *rat

y,g1=1{li,:J9-

Ifconditions are met (very irnportant!)
there is at least one point where the
slope ofthe tangent line equals the
slope ofthe secant line.

When writing a justification using the
lvIVT, you must state the fimction is
differentiable (coutinuity is implied by
differentiability) even if this
information is provided in the
question

(Questions may ask studenb to justify
why the MVT cannotbe applied often
using piecewise functions t}lat are not
differentiable over an open interval.)

EVT

A continuous function /(x)
on a closed interv a la, b)
attains both an absolute

maximum f(c)> f(x) tor
all:r in the interval and an
absolute minimum

-f (c) < f (x) for all x in the

interval

Every continuous function on a closed
intewal has a higheit yvalue and a
lowestpvalue.

When writing a justification using the
EVT, you must state the function is
continuous on a closed interval even if
this information is provided in the
question.



.LvlY l.lv.

For problems l-8, determine if the Me4qr,Value Theoremapplies to the function on the given
interval. If it does, find the c-valde. lff-ii doesn't, explain why not.

l. f(r)=lrl [-t,:l f, { r

2. /(r)= x' -Zx [lrJ

3. f (*)= xz -3x+2 [t,Z]

4. f (x)= x2/3 l+-,Zl

U

s. f(4=* [z,o],

-2 _-
6. .f(*)=T [-t,t]

7.,f(x)=36, [0,"]

8. f (*)=t*r* 10,"7 ,

U



,, f (.)={; ::l f Q)=2 [0,+]

For problems 9-13, determine if the krttsl$diato Value Theorem would guarantee a c.value on
the given interval.

9. f (*) = xt + x-r /(c) = 1t [o,s] 
:

ro. /(x)= * f k)=r [o,z]

1 t. /(r) = lxl f (r) = t [-+,r]

rz.f(x)=* .r(rl=6 B,4l

For problems 14-16, find the c -values for the given problem.

14. Problem 9

15. Problem 1l

16. Problem 13



FmPrrobleins l7-zl,use the table below with selected values of the twice differentiable
frmc{ion t. Reach each explanation and decide whetheq you would apply IVT, EVT, or MVT.

17. Since & is differentiable, it is also continuous. Since /r(6) =2 and k(7)= 0, and since 1 is

between 2 and 0,it follows by _ that ft (c) = I for some cbetween 6 and 7.

in the intervat (Z,f ).

in [t,Z], because ft is differentiable and,

applies.

20. There must be some value a in (2,6) for which k' (a) = 0 , because k(2) = fr (6), and since

ft is differentiable, the --_ applies.

2l.Sincefrisdifferentiable,the-guaranteessome4in(+,s)forwhichk,(a)=i
and also some b in (S,O) for which k'(b) = -1. Then since k' is differentiable, and

therefore also continuous, it follows by the applied to &' that fr'(c) = g po.

some c in (a,b) and therefore in (+,0).

u

x I 2 3 4 5 6 7
t (*) 5 2 -4 -l J 2 0

18. since t is differentiable and, therefore, also continuous, and since 
k@- fQ) = -6, it3*2

follows by _ that k'(c) = -6 for some c

19. There must be a minimum value for fr at some r
therefore, also continuous. Hence the
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U MVT. [VT. and EVT Worksheet

For problems 1-8, determine if the Mean Value Theorem applies to the function on the given
interval. If it does, find the c-value. If it doesn't, explain why not.

.B t. /(x)=lxl

NoI
Conltnr,tot,ts orl k \,4
d t$9r-rerrtraHt- 

e,ut- x = p

2. f (*)= x' -2x [lr]
(Pn l.'ru,lor,t s a r. C t,RJ
trd64e.lt *+ratlalr on€ Cl,3)

@\t--l
3. f (*)= x2 -3x+2 lt,Zl

= ?C-7 .>

=zC-z i
TJi = z,-2-T

Tzze-Z / C=Z )\=zc I I

+JO.+rQ
V-t

"_-1Aa'

@ f,Hffi;,:i:'' cc'l,\. ff ,=, _:' 
n/,ffi

4- f (*)= *a' l-a,zl,

U trl cmh(^0ubonr-?,zl br+ @ts Jier. rcnhubll on (-z,l'
Vazcu**. {rcx)= Z^-h u,A1,(iirt q* y=O

5. f (*)=* lz,al.

[o* cpl\*t^vtot; t d* x =y

trr
6.f(*)=+

trl rol cpyr,t-t fiuows a* x = O

[-r,r]

lo,"l7. ./(r) = tig .€Cir) -{ fr>

-- 

_'- cO6(c)
iT- o

a =o = cos(c\
Tr

{A tunltapsp4s & o4 Co,n 1t J Di€Te.nervttotbl<- on co,Tr)
8. ,f (x)= 1*, lo,"l

LO6C = O

& x=tr/u



(p n{, rtui{y is kautrumut.
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For problems 9-13, determine if the Intermediate Value Theorem would guarantee a c-value
the given interval.

' s. f (*) = xz + x-r f (c)=11 [0, 
j]

lr:Jrlyrvmu.lS arc @^+tltttous +(6) = XQ,.vr 
Pcoi = -' .,c' - I z' ll

ro. y(x) =* f k)=r [o,z] :

No ccr) rs druonkauas d* X"= I
E\/T

r r. 7(x) = lxl f (r) =3 [-+,r]
la rw €Cs\ is cpw*n4,ng, evr^frlorz- fCr) = t I t-7<1

e(_$={ yes J

,, f @={:;:l -f @)=2 ro,+l

W-n, fraclvs #(r) 
" 

d

i . eco)

rz.7(x)=* f!")=6 l+,47

l* k*\ tt iov*t^d1v:s an t0trs ${r<ruaA t]r+) = Y --ry
+(%) = 1-Z;= f

For problems 14-16, find the c -values for the given problem. -T

14. problem, 

'to'lltlu Lrle c-vanuss lor tnc grY'n pro,rel 
yo .% 

t'

so\vc ll =Xzty-, 7X=-qor{=J
i1?.ir[o / [zE) Loor 6d-c],r{-c wn!,

15. Problem 11

Salvc, 7=lrl tx=3 <K=3 lt:Tr \x=-3

16. Problem 13

6o\v(- b=tr o?(x-l)Cx-z)
o{,- b = *+1,o=r,2*6gh xy14
@ E[c=s\W L

>r



x I 2 -, 4 5 6 7

r(r) 5 2 -4 -1 J 2 0

For Problem s l7-Zl,use the table below with selected values of the twice differentiable
function &. Reach each explanation and decide whether you would apply IVT, EVT, or MVT.

17. Since ft isdifferentiable,itisalsocontinuous. Since,t(6) =2 and k(7)=0,andsince 1is

between 2 and0, it follows by.f,yT that ft(c) = 1 for some cbetween 6 and 7.

18. Since ft is differentiable and, therefore, also continuous, and since 
kQL- fP) = -6 , it3-2

follows Uyl/Y\ VT that k'(c)= -6 for some c in the interv at (Z,Z).

19. There mustbe a minimumvalue for ft at some r in [t,Zl, because ft is differentiable and,

therefore, also continuous. Hence the lrVT-upifi.r.
20.Theremustbesomevalue a in(2,6) forwhich k'(a)=0,because k(2)=fr(6),andsince

fr isdifferentiable, tn" (fiVT- applies. (Rollg's)

21. Since r isdifferentiable, the [\VT guaranteessome a in (+,S) forwhich k'(a)=- ry)t
and also some b, in (S,O) for which k'(b) =-1 . Then since f is differentiable, and , f f^\
therefore also continuous, it follows by the -lVT applied to k' that ft'(c)= g 1o.

some c in (a,b) and therefore in (4,6) .

Kru) - xE) =-l = F\cb)
Co -{
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